New, improved UCF prepares for fall sports with the addition of new facilities — SEPIA SPORTS

Aftermath of deadly wreck still felt

Witnesses prayed, called 911 after accident

ROBIN SUEDEK | Staff Writer

Heather Herbst died holding her best friend’s hand. Mosley Wightman was sitting next to her in the back seat of Herbst’s Hyundai Sonata on Alaqua Trail more than two weeks ago.

The accident left Herbst’s passengers, finance major Laura Duregelkas, with a fractured pelvis and broken tailbone.

The last thing Duregelkas remembers is getting into the vehicle that night, deciding to throw a Floyd Fries down to the Stalk and head home. That was before the attack.

They loved playing trivia and liked going to busy and crowded places. At the restaurant, they each ordered a beer with their names, but Duregelkas said she doesn’t think the beer impaired them at all. They were on their way to Duregelkas’ apartment to prop up the sofa and watch the Denver Broncos game, according to her roommate, the next morning. Herb wanted to go home, so they could go to church with her parents.

Account of bites don’t shock experts

MEGAN SPER | Staff Writer

Tiffany Morley was mind- ing her own business when the tiny animal attacked.

One day last spring, the UCF junior was sitting on the patio behind the Student Union. She was reading and eating a slice of banana bread when a squirrel jumped up onto the book in front of her.

It was a first for Morley, 19, who was in her dorm but didn’t have any food even when food isn’t necessarily being offered, she said. Tiffany Morley jumped up onto the book in front of her.

The squirrel had lots of problems with squirrels, Morley said. A spokesperson for the Health Center said the phone that the records department is unable to provide statistics for the number of squirrels victims they’ve treated or provide any specific information due to HIPPA privacy laws, but the students of UCF don’t need statistics to see that the squirrels are becoming a problem. After each attack, it becomes more and more apparent that there is a dark side to the squirrels population.

Chair of the biology department at UCF, said that the Eastern Grey squirrel that scampers around campus is becoming accustomed to people, and they know how to get around so they can’t be caught.

“Urban wildlife just has no fear of people,” Quigley said. “There’s no experience that no one will remember.2000, they each ordered a beer with their names, but Duregelkas said she doesn’t think the beer impaired them at all. They were on their way to Duregelkas’ apartment to prop up the sofa and watch the Denver Broncos game, according to her roommate, the next morning. Herb wanted to go home, so they could go to church with her parents.
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College students targeted by RIAA for Internet piracy

WHAT IS THE RIAA?

The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) is the trade group that represents the U.S. recording industry. Its mission is to foster a business and legal climate that supports and promotes its members’ creative and financial vitality. Its members are recorded music companies that comprise the most vibrant national music industry in the world. RIAA members create, manufacture and/or distribute about 90 percent of all the legitimate sound recordings produced and sold in the United States.
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Dundregekle said, "The last thing I

remember is walking to the
car laughing and talking about
the trivial things." Herbst’s
Hyundai was struck by a decap­
iting officer on Alaqua Trail.
The Jeep’s driver, Caron Bul­
,

found Orlando, suffered minor

injuries.

Dundregekle said, "A wild

thing happened, as we were
out at the scene of the crime,

and it even came to my mind

to say, ‘I wish I had brought

my camera.’"

Dundregekle said, "I have no recol­

lection about what happened.
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REPUBLICAN DEBATE

WILL BE MISTAKING TWO

TOP CONTENDERS

A republican presidential debate scheduled for the following television coverage will be a mistake of two of the GOP leading contenders for nomination due to other campaigns commitments. Let’s see who the debate will pick from YouTube.

National & World

BLUNT STYLE, LAWSUIT

COULD BE PROBLEM FOR BLOOMBERG

A sexual harassment call to action is not enough yet. In the U.S., the tally cannot rely on its initiative or even the one-time Bloomberg plan to run for president as an independent.
Shin-Tson Wu, provost and distinguished professor of optics, shows how the zoom lens is similar to those used in digital cameras and camera phones, only smaller in size. Despite the size difference, the quality is comparable to larger lenses, he said. 

The licensing of the zoom lens also has benefits that reach outside the professional world, Wu said. "We like to educate our students to carry [that] one step further," he said.

"The human eye, an adaptive focus lens is able to zoom without the use of mechanical moving parts," Wu said. "When we read or look at a long distance, our eyelids can adjust its shape because our brain commands our muscles to contract or to relax, and the shape of the lens changes," Wu said. "In our liquid lens, we use a similar mechanism."

Developing the lens has been interesting and challenging for Wu and his team. "We really stand out in academic research," he said. "It seems like kind of a simple concept, but when you actually get down to working on it and trying to make improvements, it really is difficult." Marcin Bagnell, a senior physics major from the University of Florida, said, "To put the lens inside a cell phone, it's a big task," he said.

Bagnell is part of a summer program with the National Science Foundation and a team of 15 at CREOL. The licensing of the zoom lens patent is an example of university research success in extending and influencing the professional world, Wu said. "We like to educate our students to think about it and try making it as a tool for the scientific community," he said. "We consider continuing his graduate studies at CREOL."
University of Central Florida

Parking Services

Permit Regulations:
A permit is required for all motor vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online, and can be picked up at the South Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered by Parking Services:
- Jumpstart your car
- Call a tow truck
- Inflate tires
- Give directions

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m - 6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

How to get your parking permit

1. Order your parking permit online at www.parking.ucf.edu (complete instructions are online)
2. Pay for your permit
   - Avoid the lines: Pay online with Credit Card and have your permit mailed to you.
   - Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
   - Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
<no text>
Memorial draws friends

WHITNEY HAMRICK

The lights were left on in the Chick-fil-A on University Boulevard and Forsyth Road on July 22. With the restaurant closed on Sundays, its employees gathered along with the friends and loved ones of Jessica Ann Hawkins.

The people who gathered took turns to speak about what Hawkins meant to them. They shared stories of their visits with her at work and at home, and how they were touched by her hospitality and kindness.

Hawkins worked at Chick-fil-A for a year while attending UCF. She moved to Birmingham, Alabama to attend the University of Alabama and died when she came to visit her friends and boyfriend after graduation.

According to the incident report, Hawkins was hanging out with friends, drinking rum and coke and listening to music. She died the next day when she fell to her death.

Leaving over the balcony railing, Hawkins had made a special,"she was light," said Alvie Dzengeleski, who was the first person to talk to her. She was looking for her friend and unable to give the hospital her mom's phone number.

"I was very sad," Dzengeleski said she hasn't forgotten Hawkins.

"She was always very nice," Bienz said she was always very nice.

"She was a straight-A student," Bienz said.

"She was very friendly and full of life," Bienz said.

"She was an amazing light," said Hawkins' boyfriend, Nick Hawkins.

"It's just so sad that something like this happened to someone so good," said Gooden, a 20-year-old Facebook studies major at Valencia. Hawkins was set to graduate in the fall.

"It's really hard right now. We just have to keep her in our hearts and remember how she made us feel when she was alive," said Hawkins. "I looked forward to seeing her smile and say hello."

"I looked forward to seeing her smile and say hello."

"I looked forward to seeing her smile and say hello."
No monitoring software
currently in place at
UCF.

President Cary Sherman said in a press release.

"It's just plain wrong to steal billions of
dollars in intellectual
property from hardworking
people who hold the balance."

UCF's virtual blast from the past

A team of UCF researchers has used com-
puter animation to bring to life the
campus of the 1960s.

Richard Bilbao

UCF's RIAlA out of court.

One of the website's projects, called "Shadows of the 60s," allows the user to visit Cape Canaveral's Launch Complex 3, which was the camp's first missile launch site.

RICHARD BILBAO

Contacting Writer

A large sum of money or facing
a court from behind the
defendant's table.

"There is nothing more
pervasive than music companies, while also
foremost protect the rights of
authorship, according to Cara
Duckworth, a research
associate at UCF's Institute for
Virtual Entertainment.

"If you want to go out to
Cape Canaveral today, that is, if you
may do a (military) access, the site's gone," said
Scott C. Walker, a research
associate at UCF's Institute for
Virtual Entertainment.

"There is a huge amount of
eventual software in place,
and that it could cost up to
$25,000 to $30,000 to imple-
ment a new system on cam-
pus. Even with new servers,
there is no guarantee that the
illegal file sharing will be elimi-
nated.

"We're still
able to
function in their classes."

"But the
rules has been working."
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"In the fall semester of
2006, UCF Affiliate of Student Con-
duct handled 46 cases of file-
sharing incidents on the cam-
pus network, which included the
First Day he was sworn
in as judge from behind the

"Totally
lawyers and
people
whose
addresses,
while charging them on the
rules and regulations
and completing a writing
assignment, until the
authorship and
Injuries and illnesses can happen anytime,
requiring a doctor's care right away. Solantic is
open every day of the year, providing prompt,
professional and friendly medical attention.
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Squirrels in abundance, aggressive on campus

RESIDENCES

**KAPLAN TEST PREP AND ADVERTISEMENTS**

**Higher test score guaranteed or your money back**

**CLASSES STARTING SOON!**

**GMAT:***

- GMOR7006: 8/13
- REOR7105: 8/5
- REOR7007: 8/28
- LSOR7005: 8/4
- LSOR7005: 8/21
- LSOR7020: 8/22

- Attend a FREE Admissions and LSAT Strategy Seminar on Monday, July 30th at 6 p.m. Call 1-800-KAP-TEST today to register!

**1-800-KAP-TEST**

- kaptest.com

**University of Central Florida**

**FROM Squirrels to Rabies**
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Florida 4th in nation for sex crimes

realty of handcuffs. Of the 25 men arrested during Operation Guardian, the vast majority were in their 20s, with a median age of 22.

One man was a volunteer kid's hockey coach, another a youth soccer coach and another a screenshot for the Department of Homeland Security at the Orlando International Airport who was also a former Marion County deputy. If convicted, the men are looking at up to 15 years in prison.

The Polk County Sheriff's Office ran an identical operation in late March, arresting at least 24 men. Polk County Sheriff Grady Judd, known for his position for deterring Internet sex crimes, said that after giving the parents to keep a watchful eye on their children's Internet habits.

It's frightening when you think that people of all walks of life have been arrested this weekend," Judd said in an Orlando Sentinel video.

What may be even more frightening is that Florida is ranked fourth in the nation for child sex crimes, a spokesperson from the Governor's office said. And of the 25 arrests made in Florida since late 2005 (not including those in Marion County's 25 arrests), "several" of them were under the age of 21, said Judd. Cogin McGoll's press secretary said that she had a few questions about the investigation. It is unknown how many were convicted, but the Florida Department of Law Enforcement is currently awaiting a decision on whether to increase the department's staff from a part-time position to one of more than 100.

Detective John O'Herin said that another case currently awaiting trial in Orlando involves a college student, Chad Adkins, and multiple counts of possession of child pornography. His two roommates were also in when they inadvertently found the images on his laptop.

O'Herin said the most common form of child-predator cybercrimes is simply possessing the images on a computer. The next most common form is talking to children online, engaging in explicit conversations and exchanging pictures.

The least common form involves the offender actually traveling to meet the child for a sexual encounter.

"Once you have a comp­uter, you can have as much as you care to dig into and pay for," O'Herin said.

O'Herin added that it is not difficult to access such content, as predators often become aware of each other via the Internet and exchange files.

"It's like a hobby for them, and they just keep picking around until they find what they want," O'Herin said.

There can also be traps that some accused predators were unaware that they were falling into, he said. For example, some Web sites claim that their "models" are at least 18 years old when they are not.

But there is no reason behind the inaudibility that simply stumbling onto illicit images.

There are three pathways to an interest in child pornography, Orlando sex therapist Al! Grieco said. They are the common victim-victimizer role reversal, the endless seduction of the Internet and the natural desires for men to reproduce.

Some may stumble across something sexually unfamiliar to them on the Internet, and, if he or she allows it, Grieco said, it becomes easier to access such content. People then begin to have stronger and stronger desires, and the forbidden act becomes easier to do.

And much like in the world of mathematics, there is a non­linear and unbalanced nature of what's needed to reproduce, Grieco explained. The majority are in the middle area of the "distri­bution," seeking out women close to their age to copulate with. But there are a few on the extreme ends, lured by either much older or much younger women.

But there may be hope for those who suffer from sexual addiction.

Plus Grove Behavioral Health & Addiction Services, an extension of Forest General Hospital in Mims, Fla., is the state's largest treatment facility for psychiatric and addictive disorders. It's a rehabilitation center for adults, children and adoles­cents suffering from sexual and chemical addictions.

It has a program for "mis­behaving professionals," as described by Outreach Spe­cialist Scott Jett.

Grieco concluded that men are most likely in a weakened state when committing inde­cent.

"Whether his wife just left him, he lost his job or he was depressed for whatever rea­sons," Grieco said, "he was weak, and she was there, friendly."
BIGGER& BETTER

NEW CENTER DRAWS PRAISE FROM COACHES MELODY MCKENZIE

For nearly two years, the UCF Men's and Women's Basketball teams have not been in action while the site of their future home went from a vision, to a blue print to a reality.

"It's very exciting," UCF Women's Basketball head coach Jodi Williams said. "It's just a testament to the commitment that the university has for its athletic programs. We're very proud of the facility that we're going to have."

As the fall semester draws closer and with less than four months before the start of the 2007-08 basketball season, the finishing touches are already being added to the UCF Convocation Center, which replaces the old UCF Arena as the Knights' storming ground.

It is amazing to see the pace and quality of construction that is occurring with all of our new venues," Assistant Athletic Director Joe Hornstein wrote in an email. "Credit goes to those architects and construction firms who have planned this out perfectly. It is not common to get quality with quickness, but with proper planning we have accomplished that.

The $307 million project will also feature surrounding shops and eateries that together boast 45,000 square feet of retail space.

It is importantly, however, the construction of the new arena will be just another step toward the development of UCF's athletic programs. "It's going to bring a lot of exposure," Give Set ARENA, p. 16

TONS OF STEEL, 427 TOILETS IN UCFS NEW HOME

You can see that it's another beautiful April evening for a baseball game at Bergman Field. You feel a slight breeze as the setting sun has returned the sky into a mixture of reds, yellow, and oranges.

The crowd is settling in, getting ready for the Knights to take the field.

But while awaiting for first pitch, something beyond the right-field line catches your eye.

Columns of black steel stand high above the horizon. Construction is nothing new to UCF, but if you are a part of UCF athletics, you know of those columns represent: It is the skeleton of UCF's new home for football, Bright House Networks Stadium.

And as you gaze at the centerpiece of the university's new era in athletics, a few questions immediately come to mind: What if they don't it will be ready for football season? May we have to move back into the Citrus Bowl?

From the groundbreaking in 2006 and through this summer, the stadium has taken shape.

Give Set STADIUM, p. 16

Preseason poll picks UCF Football to finish 3rd

The coaches of Conference USA predicted UCF would finish 3rd in the East Division last season.

The coaches predicted UCF would be the division's bottom-feeder before the 2005 season.

After losing their first two games, the Knights won eight of their next nine to finish in the East and host the Conference USA Championship.

So what will happen when the Knights are ranked in the middle of the pack in a preseason poll? The answer will come this season as the UCF Football team has been picked to finish third in Conference USA's East Division as league officials released the preseason coaches' poll on Tuesday.

The league's 12 head coaches have placed the Knights third with 47 points, just one point shy of second-place East Carolina in the poll. Southern Miss (69 points) was picked to win the East. The Golden Eagles are the defending East Division champions.

Rounding out the East Division is SMU (465 points) taking third.

The league also released the coaches' first-team selections, which include two Knights: Junior cornerback Joe Burnett and senior running back Kevin Smith.

Burnett was selected as the Preseason Special Teams Player of the Year and was also named to the preseason first team as a punt returner. Burnett has two career punt returns for touchdowns and his 995 career punt return yards are already the third most in school history. 142 return yards of the record held by

BRIAN MURPHY, STAFF PHOTO
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So what will happen when the Knights are ranked in the middle of the pack in a preseason poll? The answer will come this season as the UCF Football team has been picked to finish third in Conference USA's East Division as league officials released the preseason coaches' poll on Tuesday.

The league's 12 head coaches have placed the Knights third with 47 points, just one point shy of second-place East Carolina in the poll. Southern Miss (69 points) was picked to win the East. The Golden Eagles are the defending East Division champions.

Rounding out the East Division is SMU (465 points) taking third.

The league also released the coaches' first-team selections, which include two Knights: Junior cornerback Joe Burnett and senior running back Kevin Smith.

Burnett was selected as the Preseason Special Teams Player of the Year and was also named to the preseason first team as a punt returner. Burnett has two career punt returns for touchdowns and his 995 career punt return yards are already the third most in school history. 142 return yards of the record held by
Arena 'among nation's best'
Women's golf coach Finis Kleit said she also thought the new facilities would help with recruiting.

"Not only will the facility help our student-athletes practice better and more efficiently, but it will give us the entire set of the best golfers to UCF," she said in a press release. "It is so exciting to know, finally, that we have a facility to call our own."

The new practice facility is currently under construction at the Treetops Golf Club in Orlando, and, if the weather cooperates, the facility will be ready for Knights to begin practicing at the beginning of September, which is just after the start of the fall golf season.

"We're anxious to open it sometime this fall, and we're targeting September 20th, but it's just been too wet lately and we're gonna make sure the grass is fully grown in before we get out there," Gillard said.

Gillard also said the location of Treetops and the partnership the school has forged with the club is what made the project so attractive.

"It's so close to the alumni that live on campus, it's a quick ride down there in less than five minutes," Gillard said.

In addition to a driving range, the practice area will also feature a nine-acre area where Knights can practice solely on their short game.
**The Simpsons Movie**

Director: David Silverman

Starring: Dan Castellaneta, Julie Kavner, Nancy Cartwright, Yeardley Smith, Hank Azaria, Harry Shearer, Pamela Hayden, Tress MacNeille, Albert Brooks, Minnie Driver

In Theaters Everywhere

PHOTOS COURTESY TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

---

**The Simpsons satisfies with big-screen effort**

WILLIAM GOSS

Staff Writer

After 18 years and over 400 episodes, The Simpsons has finally upgraded from the small screen to the silver screen. And worth it the wait has been.

In a world seemingly divided into three parties — devout fans, passive fans, and those without televisions — it’s hard to imagine anyone could want much more from The Simpsons Movie.

The story unfolds at a breakneck pace, with the gags — nearly matching in quality and quantity — following suit. The plot is that of any episode: Homer’s impulsive nature leads to a greater crisis, Marge stands for it, Bart doesn’t, and Lisa grows smitten with a like-minded fellow who just moved into town. The fewer the details, the better.

The jokes themselves are nearly relentless in their pervasiveness, varying only in pitch between satire and slapstick, the relevant and the irreverent. Quite literally crammed with them from the opening studio logo to the final frames of the credits, it’s hard not to marvel at just how minute span and just how precious few of the gags miss their mark.

Like the plot, the best bits are best left unspoiled, but I’d be remiss to leave unmentioned the (arguable) highlights: a glimpse of Bart’s parts, a very special message from Ralph, and the Simpsons’ arrival in Alaska, “where you can never be too fat or too drunk.”

With a voice ensemble like this and about a dozen credited writers, it’s only a further testament to how both sharp and stupid humor can work in equal measure, particularly when Hollywood’s run-off seems to insist otherwise on a weekly basis.

Beyond that, there even occasionally arise moments of — dare I say — genuine poignancy that only a relationship of nearly two decades could build to, when Marge and Bart each decide that they simply can’t bear Homer’s blunders any longer.

The end result falls somewhere between South Park and Beavis and Butthead as far as television adaptations are concerned. It should satisfy

--

**Top:** The Simpsons family on their way to Alaska, “where you can never be too fat or too drunk.” Above, an angry mob moves toward the Simpson’s home intending to capture and kill Homer.

---

**Monday**

Travis, House of Blues, 8 p.m.

If you like Coldplay, you’ll love this British pop group, $20–25.

**Tuesday**

Happy Valley, Peacock Room, 10 p.m.


**Wednesday**

Karaoke with Dan the Man, Devaney’s Sports Pub, 9 p.m.

Sing your heart out while a drunken chorus of barflies chimers in. 21+. Free.

**Thursday**

Pato Banton, The Social, 8 p.m.

He’s coming to lift your spirits with smooth reggae tunes. $15.

**Friday**

Anime Festival Orlando, Wyndham Orlando Resort, 10 a.m.

A 3-day event, for $35, with anime screenings, costume contests and more.

**Saturday**

Steve Harvey, Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre, 8 p.m.

Went up on The Steve Harvey Show. See Mr. Rightover perform live for $45.

**Bent, Lowndes Shakespeare Center, 8 p.m.**

A drama about the persecution of homosexuals in Nazi Germany. $15.

**Sunday**

The Sound of Music, Starlight Theater, 6:30 p.m.

$17, meal included!
BAD RELIGION NOT SO BAD

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

The 27-year-old band, Bad Religion, arrived Monday at the House of Blues on July 10 and in less than a month, the Ramones-ranked No. 38 on the U.S. charts, was out for a full rock band.

At the 14th release of the band's catalog, New Maps of Hell speaks to rapid emotions. Most of the song-writing is centered on social reform and illuminating society's ability to change for tru­esty. It is no secret that one of the band's public content barons an anti-Bush theme. The band has been featured on the Rock Against Bush compilations, inspiring artists like Green Day and Pennsly.

New Maps of Hell contains no Daddy-O melodrama, no sudden progres­sions support the political narrative, making the album's lyrical con­cepts clear. Major obstacle release contains classic Bad Religion elements - vocaled vocals and infections melodies. From beginning to end, this one is a keeper.

And this simple yet stylish melody of a decade three decades of musical pur­pose from the band's prowess in producing one of the longest albums. Bad Religion has hit its share in Europe and even been disbanded in the 90's. Still, the band has managed to create a pattern in releasing an album every few years.

Keeping up with the line-up changes, the band released the new album to an audience in favor of fans who yearn for artists with something to say. "Before You Die" particularly highlights some of the prob­lems in the world, with lyrics like "shame and frustration in the wake of desperation."

Bassist Brett Gurevich takes this role on the album go to "Genius of Love" and "Before You Die" for their universal appeal. Bad Religion is often noted for its adaptation of classic punk rock fundamentals into structured songwriting. The words, the image, the lyrics, the music, and the power chords, but the music still manages to keep its edge.

Songs like "Reactions for Dine" bring bad religion to the face. The lyrics read, "The sanctimonious mistakes how they grovel at the feet of authority is popular deity. Pit yet another campaign's challenger's denoi­cence" but a victim of irrational designation. "The songs illuminate negative aspects of cur­rent social situations, ab­side stages of inspiration shine through. The context is more, the identifying, the problems and the bashing, the massive change. With highly relatable lyrics, Bad Religion pushes the envelope by ranging facilitates synonyms to reveal the painful truth.

Fun of Bad Religion should check out Alkaline Trio and Rise Against. Bad Religion is currently on the bill for the 2007 Vans Warped Tour. No independent tour dates have been set.

Send questions and comments to: AmandaKShapiro@gmail.com

REVIEW

BAD RELIGION

No faces attached with these shoes

JAMIE SALMAJAN

Slip-on have always been a presence in the fashion and entertainment industries. Remember watching Fast Times at Ridgemont High and seeing Jeff Spicoli fall on the phone and hitting his head with his checkered Vans slip ons while saying, "That was my skull! I'm saved!"

I immediately wanted a pair.

Vans are not the only slip­ons that are available these days. Other brands, such as Keds, are popular as well. And this simple yet lively trend can be spotted all over UCT.

Hilda Jacobs, a 25-year-old sophomore molecular microbiology major, bought her blue-and-white-striped Keds slip ons for Journeys for about $45.

"I needed closed-toe shoes but got really excited ones, and these were in the middle," Jacobs said about purchasing the slip-on. She likes wearing these shoes because they are in style, and she said she prefers to wear them with jeans because slip-on are casual and so they are.

Another fan of the no­tions trend is Cliff Cole, a 22­year-old senior marketing major. He received his gray and black-checkered Vans as a gift, but still has no other pairs, too.

"I just put them on, and you go," Cole said about what slip-ons are easier to wear than regular sneakers. He also likes them because they go with his personal style, and they look good, Cole said.

These shoes can be very versatile you can wear them to work since they are busi­ness casual, and you can throw them to the beach. They find to be the most "must-have" because they are more stylish than your ordinary flip-flops.

Slip-ons are available from other brands besides Vans and Keds, such as Adidas and Green Stella's fashion line, L.A.M.B. Thanks to slip­ons growing popularity, the shoes can be expected to find among the sets of fashionistas and more casual people.

To order Bad Religion's latest album, New Maps of Hell, visit BadReligion.com.

Movie an extended episode

REVIEW

BIG SCREEN

THE TUBE

Your favorite show... from your tube.

THE TUBE

YOUR FAVORITE SHOW... FROM YOUR TUBE.

THE TUBE

YOUR FAVORITE SHOW... FROM YOUR TUBE.
UCF presence strong at Tour

CHRISTINE MULLEN - Contributing Writer

Vegetarians, environmentalists, skaters and the concert-worn “Free Huggers” were all accounted for at the 2007 Vans Warped Tour at Tinker Field July 22.

The 12-year running festival has changed its attitude by decorating the field with huge recycling bins next to each trash receptacle, which were overflowing onto the grass just as the clouds rolled in around 1 p.m. The promoters went so far as to give out free tickets and VIP passes to participants who picked up water bottles, beer cups, twisted Thieves that had served as beach balls and other trash in between sets.

To even further display their green friendliness, they held a contest for all patrons to collect 10 empty bottles for a chance to win a free trip to the Florida Keys for a tour with Jacques Custo’s grandson. The contest was also extended to the greenest band and sponsor. The Hot Topic stage featured solar-powered equipment and biodiesel generators.

This happy-go-lucky vibe was in abundance throughout the venue. But of course, there was music, too. Rocking the stages were Pepper, Coheed and Cambria, Anberlin, The Starting Line, Circa Survive, Norma Jean, Alesana, Killswitch Engage and many more.

Collored and Cambria ripped up the stage, sending fans into intense mosh pits and causing young girls and large guys alike to crowd surf; especially when the lead singer of Alesana joined the crowd, allowing admirers to grope and scream along with the lyrics.

The lead singer of Anberlin, Stephen Christian, is a UCF graduate and Professor Brophy enthusiast (department of psychology). He had much to say about political issues. “Entertainers need to shut up!” Christian said. He told the crowd to come to their own realizations about politics and not depend on the views of others that might be popular in the media at the moment. With such a logical point of view, it is no wonder how the band exploded out of Orlando into mainstream music. They were able to maintain their huge local fan base at Warped Tour, making Orlando their best stop yet.

Bands also let audiences have a little taste of their albums to come. The Starting Line, who has performed at UCF before, spiced up their sound with a fresh direction. Having influences from James Brown and Bob Dylan, their new album, Decision, has an edge of bluegrass and folk and proves to be an interesting change from the band’s previous endeavors.

Local bands who won the Ernie Ball Battle of the Bands for Warped Tour were Breaking Tides, There for Tomorrow, Never Ending Story, Karrigan and Letter Perfect. They all drew out large crowds for their performances, especially Breaking Tides — the lead singer showed how intense vocal range — and Karrigan, with their extreme thrashing sound.

UCF students and alumni were all over the place. Warped Tour 2007 rocked both the ears and minds of its attendees. Environmental, social and political issues, and the hardcore emotion-driven lust for music all collaborated peacefully under the darkened skies of Tinker Field’s litter-free grass. One could only hope for future Warped Tours to be just as amazing.

Why live in an apartment when you can live in a townhome?
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That’s Not Right! Or is it?

It is impossible to lick your elbow.

The majority of college students drink an average of two or three beers a week and three-quarters of college students drink moderately, infrequently or not at all.

4.4% of women don’t wear any undergarments. 6.6% of men go commando.

Most people who read this will try to lick their elbow.

These are all true. And, college students ARE making responsible choices about their drinking. Not because it’s a class assignment, but BECAUSE it’s just what most of us do.

Responsibility Matters www.alcoholstats.com

$0 Move-In Fees!

Offer expires August 5, 2007

2074 Royal Wulff Ln • Orlando, FL 32817
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Background checks can prevent threats

It remains to be seen how serious the 189 million downloads of videos depicting sex acts performed by high school students were. But such videos are not likely to be the only information that students share.

Michael Shawn Reichenstein noticed last week that there was pornography on his computer. The detective discovered what he believed to be child pornography on the police. Investigators confirmed that the images included a file titled "teen 18 naked old.

Whether or not he is Reichenstein is guilty of the charges, this leads brings up an important question: Should Florida universities perform background checks before students register for class?

If Reid had his way, they would have no alternative but to comply with the new law. If Reid had his way, they would have no alternative but to comply with the new law.

Other schools, as opposed to universities, such as the middle school or high school may have decided to perform background checks on all new faculty hires. But, given the respectability university pride and the high moral fiber expected of all universities students and faculty, it is unlikely that any institution of higher learning or the legislature that governs them would not require background checks on the individuals.

However, 74 percent of universities do not include background checks on new faculty hires. In fact, the Individuals with high moral fiber education young people. The background checks on the faculty.

The University of Florida get a background check on faculty, the University of Florida has done nothing to raise concerns in the community.

A former professor at Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania, Reid's reversal, which carried no change and would have been made from an understanding of the problem, though, is that the current system is ineffective.

The opportunity to have an on-campus recreation and wellness center, as opposed to a gym, is a serious threat.

The article makes mention that every student would like to guarantee that they could do so by filling out a student season ticket form.

Students are not interested in paying for football tickets have been purchased for the past year. In fact, the candidates on a large screen next to a public service ad. This is not likely to be the public view.

We can agree that file sharing is a serious threat. Reid's reversal, which carried no change and would have been made from an understanding of the problem, though, is that the current system is ineffective.

Despite the debate ran smoothly and without interruption, there were several factual during voting.
Grape Juice Antioxidant Study

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body antioxidant status.

For your participation in this study you will receive:
- Brief Physical Exam
- Complete Blood Work
- EKG Testing
- Body Composition Analysis
- $300 Compensation

To qualify you must be a healthy female, normal weight, non-smoking, and between 20 and 50 years of age. You must be able to participate in 3 separate double-night stays.

For more information please call 407-303-4544
Utilities included. Additional charge. 10-15 mins from Pershing office in Lake Mary, FL.

We provide comprehensive training to equip you to respond to Pershing customers, researching problem items, and interacting with Pershing LLC, a subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation, opened a new office in Lake Mary, Florida in early 2003. Career opportunities in the Financial Services Industry are available now for graduating Finance and Business majors.

Institutional and retail financial organizations and Independent registered investment advisors who collectively represent over five million active investors. Financial organizations, investment professionals, and independent registered investment advisors depend on Pershing’s depth of experience and consultative approach to provide them with forward-thinking solutions that help them to grow their businesses. Located in 15 offices worldwide, Pershing is committed to service excellence and to providing dependable operational support, robust trading solutions, flexible technology, an expansive array of investment solutions and practice management support. Pershing (member NASD/NYSE/SIPC) is a member of every major U.S. securities exchange and its international affiliates are members of the Deutsche Börse, the Irish Stock Exchange and the London Stock Exchange. Pershing LLC is a subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. Additional information is available at pershing.com.

To apply, log on to pershing.com and search for Florida College Recruiting/Associates.

---

For more information, please contact:
Pershing LLC
352-978-8786
www.stockbroker.ucf.edu

NOW HIRING

Lifeguards and Servers

Must be at least of age.

For more information, please contact:

Interlachen Country Club
2461 Interlachen Country Club Blvd
Deland, FL 32744
Phone: 407-264-0531
Fax, 407-265-3537
Dir: Kingsbridge

Dine & Drink

Dine in & Outdoor Seating

NOW HIRING FOR FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME SUPERVISORS FOR THE UCF BOOKSTORE.

Positions available at the John T. Washington Center location and the Arena Store location. Applications available at the UCF Bookstore.

4049 Central Florida Boulevard, Orlando, FL 32810
www.ucfbookstore.com
Phone: (407) 823-2655 Fax: (407) 823-6202

**U.S. and TDK Industries is committed to service excellence and to providing dependable operational support, robust trading solutions, flexible technology, an expansive array of investment solutions and practice management support. Pershing (member NASD/NYSE/SIPC) is a member of every major U.S. securities exchange and its international affiliates are members of the Deutsche Börse, the Irish Stock Exchange and the London Stock Exchange. Pershing LLC is a subsidiary of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation. Additional information is available at pershing.com.**
WEDNESDAY
ORLANDO'S MOST EXCLUSIVE NEW LADIES NIGHT IS HERE!
WEDNESDAY
LADIES DRINK FREE TILL MIDNIGHT
2-4-1 DRINKS FOR GUYS TILL MIDNIGHT
2-4-1 BOTTLES FOR EVERYONE ALL NIGHT
COMPLIMENTARY BOTTLE OF CHAMPAGNE FOR GROUPS OF 4 OR MORE LADIES
123 W church st orlando fl 32801 BLISSORLANDO.COM - 407.849.5060 - vip reservations 407.719.9168
Ladies entourage Bliss

Bliss every monday exclusive orlando residence dj erik velez
resident dj - passion nightclub - hard rock - miami
21 and up- only dress code strictly enforced

Find out why everyone is saying: "Pure Bliss Is THE place to see and be seen."
$3 domestics/wine $100 bottle
$5 ultra premium cocktails of super premium vodka

What are you doing after you graduate?
If you're looking to accelerate and enhance your career, working for Jackson Therapy Partners is a definite step in the right direction!

Ranked one of the top Therapist staffing agencies in the US, Jackson Therapy Partners is looking for motivated and enthusiastic recruiters and sales representatives to assist with staffing the nation's largest healthcare facilities.

UCF Knights—apply now!! Join many of your recent alumni in this fast-paced, competitive, and fun work environment. Many recent UCF grads have found great success working for Jackson Therapy Partners and continue to strengthen the reputation and accelerate the overall growth of the company. This is an opportunity you can't afford to miss!!

Base plus commission plan
Health and Dental Benefits starting your first day
Quarterly Bonuses, frequent Contests and Incentives
Matching 401K

Call today for more information!
Call 877.896.3660 or email info@jacksontherapy.com to get started!
You can also apply online by submitting the Contact Us form on our website, www.jacksontherapy.com.

Visit us online at www.jacksontherapy.com